
 

September 2, 2019 
 

To Coaches: 
 

The NYS League for 2019-2020 will be starting on Nov. 8th, 2019. The NYS League will run 
for 7 matches and end with the NYS Championship. 
We had considered West Point for this year’s site for the NYS League State Championship, 

but that has been voted down by the majority of the teams in the league. Hotels & range size 
were big problems along with travel. 
Other new sites that were considered have been booked or were above our ability to afford 

the venue.  
Cicero American Legion is the site for this year’s coming NYS League Championship 2020 

match 
For us to shoot the Precision matches we must have 4-6 teams that that will fire the matches 

in the league & at the NYS League Championship. 
Reason behind this is it is a very time consuming to record scores for Precision teams that 

often sent no scores in or incomplete teams scoring. 
If you want to shoot Precision, we need teams to fire the matches ! 
Precision will be offered at the NYS League Championship if there are at least 4 teams firing 
during the season with complete scores from their teams. 
Ages for the NYS Sporter & Precision League are age 12 through High School senior. Ages of 

the NYS BB Gun League are ages 8-15 with a NYS Championship in March at Binghamton Rifle 
Club, Binghamton, New York. 
Rulebook for the NYS League for Sporter & Precision League will follow the 2019-2020 

National Standard Three Position Air Rifle Rules. It can be downloaded from CMP webpage for 
free or hard copies are $2.00 by US mail. 
Rulebook for the NYS BB Gun League will be the current NRA Rulebook for BB gun 

competition and can be found on the NRA webpages. May be downloaded or by US mail. 
The Orion system will be in use in scoring targets at the NYS championship in both the 

Sporter & Precision Competition. The Orion system will also be in use for the NYS BB 
Championship in Binghamton, NY. 
All individuals firing in the NYS League need CMP#’s to fire in Sporter & Precision Air rifle 

competition. The NYS BB League needs all individual shooters to have NRA #’s for 
competition in the NYS BB Gun League. 
Course of fire for Sporter air rifle & Precision air rifle competition is 20 rounds prone, 20 rounds 

offhand, 20 rounds kneeling, total 60 round match. 
Course of fire for BB gun shooters is 10 rounds prone, 10 rounds offhand, 10 rounds kneel- 

ing, 10 rounds sitting for a total of 40 rounds with a 50-question test at NYS Championship as 
part of their score. 
Teams are 4 individuals for Sporter & Precision Air Rifle. BB Gun teams are 5 shooters & 2 al- 

ternate shooters. 
Team information needs to be in by November 1st 2019!  
Once information for the team is received, schedules will be mailed out or emailed to teams 

for the 2019-2020 season for Competition. 
 
Thank you 

 
Lawrence Behling NYS Dept. Chairman Junior Shooting Sports Program 


